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1. Quantum Computing



Why Quantum Computers?



Why Quantum Computers?



Quantum Computers Principle

Compute by transforming a quantum state, composed of quantum bits (qubits)

This extends the Turing-Church model, thanks to quantum physical phenomena: 
superposition, entanglement, interference (TLDR: magic)
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α |0⟩ + β |1⟩

0 with probability | α |2 

1 with probability | β |2 

α, β  are complex, possibly negative "probabilities" called amplitudes

After a measurement the qubit stays 0 or 1 forever

Real randomness! 

Measurement

Qubit state

Qubits Superposition



1
0

When a problem can be solved faster with quantum 
computer than classical computers

NOT about doing faster the same algorithms
NOT “trying all solutions at the same time”
NOT solving any hard problems (useless to crack passwords)

Exponential quantum speedup: why we’re here ☺ 
= from practically impossible to feasible

Quantum Speedup



Efficient algorithm for the following problems:

Factoring: Find p given n = pq

→ RSA, Paillier: dead

Discrete log: Find d given y = xd mod p    

 → (EC)DSA, Diffie-Hellman: dead
   

Practically impossible on a classical machine

#ExponentialQuantumSpeedup
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Shor’s Algorithm



“Quantum Computers” 
That Exist Today

Not yet…

- Fault-tolerant  

- Universal   

- Scalable

Kinda useless ☺



By Samuel Jacques http://sam-jaques.appspot.com/quantum_landscape_2022 

Graph showing possible QC 
applications for different QC 
capabilities: 

Vertical axis = error correction 
tech progress

Horizontal axis = size in terms 
of physical qubits (not logical)

The QC Landscape

http://sam-jaques.appspot.com/quantum_landscape_2022


2. Post-Quantum 
Cryptography



“Post-Quantum” Crypto

Public-key cryptographic schemes designed 
to withstand attacks from both classical and 
quantum computers.

a.k.a. quantum-safe, quantum-resilient

2 types of algorithms:
- Signatures schemes
- Key encapsulation mechanisms (KEMs),  
for encryption and key agreement

Different from “quantum cryptography”



Post-quantum schemes can be based on…

Lattice problems ≈ solving equations with random errors
The best trade-off security assurance / speed / key size

Coding theory ≈ decoding with partial information
Large keys, both for signature and encryption

Hash trees ≈ breaking hash functions
Huge keys and signatures, signature only, least mathematical

Multivariate polynomials ≈ hardness of solving multivariate equations
Mostly for signatures, short signature values, but security less solid

Less mature approaches: Elliptic curve isogenies, MPC-in-the-head, ZKP-based

Design Approaches



NIST: The National Institute of Standards and technology, US gov agency 

Open competition (anyone could submit) to select the post-quantum crypto standards

From 2017 to 2023, with an “encore” focusing only on signatures started in 2023

Selection criteria:

- Security 
- Performance 
- Simplicity & functionalities

Security Levels

The NIST Standardization Project



The NIST Standardization Project



NIST Post-Quantum Draft Standards  

https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/fips/203/ipd 
https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/fips/204/ipd 
https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/fips/205/ipd 

https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/fips/203/ipd
https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/fips/204/ipd
https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/fips/205/ipd


Post-Quantum Crypto Performance

From "Benchmarking Post-Quantum Cryptography in TLS” https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/1447 

https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/1447


3. Attacking Real Protocols



Risk Levels

Not terrible: Signatures (ECDSA, Ed25519, etc.)
Can be reissued with a post-quantum algorithm
Use cases: Bitcoin, firmware signing, application signing

Very annoying: Encryption (RSA encryption, ECIES, etc.)
Encrypted messages compromised forever
Use cases: PGP email, encrypted backups 

Bad: Key agreement (Diffie-Hellman, ECDH, etc.)
Partially Mitigated by secret internal states and reseeding
Use cases: TLS, WireGuard, end-to-end messaging



TLS 

The most important internet security protocol:

HTTPS, M2M, mobile apps, VPNs, etc.

TLS is 2 protocols

- Handshake: key establishment (asymmetric)

- Record: encrypt data (symmetric)

(PSK version obviously quantum-safe)



TLS Quantum Attack

“Store now, decrypt later”

The attacker must store

- The Handshake (to recover the session keys)
- The encrypted data to decrypt 

Easier if the attacker knows how much traffic has been 
transmitted (to find the nonce), but not mandatory



E2EE as used in Signal and WhatsApp  consists in two sub 
protocols to determine message keys:

- Extended triple Diffie-Hellman key agreement (X3DH) 
- Double Ratchet protocol (hashing based)

Designed to provide forward secrecy

End-to-End Encryption (E2EE)



“Store now, decrypt later”

The attacker must capture all communications from the 
handshake up to the encrypted content to be decrypted

Required to recover the message keys, must:

- Break all ephemeral DH
- Recompute the key chains

End-to-End Encryption (E2EE) Quantum Attack



4G and 5G Communications

Authenticated key agreement (AKA) protocol relies on a 
symmetric key of 128 bits shared between the user 
(stored in the SIM) and its home network provider.

Less than 128-bit security against quantum attacks
(Grover’s algorithm quadratic speedup)

5G defines the authentication protocol EAP-TLS that uses 
public-key cryptography: not post-quantum.



VPN / Secure Channel

TLS-based:  cf. TLS

IPsec-based: Similar case as TLS: need to break 
IKEv2’s Diffie-Hellman

WireGuard: DH-based too, but public keys less 
exposed. Tweaks documented to be post-
quantum. Also supports PSKs. 



Signatures: private/public key pair for each account

- Generally, ECDSA or Ed25519
- BLS signatures (Eth validators)

These would be broken by QC, to steal funds

But the signatures can be upgraded before it’s too late

Consensus protocols also use public-key crypto for key 
agreement (for example libp2p), but less critical

Blockchain Applications



Zero Knowledge Proof Systems

Complex protocols using various building blocks, often quantum-unsafe

As used for private transfers and private programs (zkEVMs, etc.)

Privacy leak (ZKness): impacted, but limited by the proof size

Proof cheat (soundness): like signatures, not a “store now break it later” case



4. Solutions Available



Quantum-Safe Tunnels

Many VPN providers have a post-quantum option (hybrid key agreement)

Examples: PQ’d TLS by Cloudflare with X25519/Kyber and AWS with ECDH/Kyber 



Quantum-Safe Software

Several companies offer software libraries for PQC

Also many good open-source projects:



Quantum-Safe Hardware

Hardware blocks, co-processors, and hardware countermeasures

For example from PQShield



The End



Conclusion

Quantum computers should not be on top of your worries

But more and more discussed with clients/auditors

Standards not finalized yet, expect more commercial support once they are

Prioritize key exchange and encryption over signatures

Doing a risk assessment in your organization is not too complex

- Inventory of all cryptography usage and protocols
- Identify the riskiest cases (in terms of business value vs. quantum risk)

See our page https://github.com/veorq/awesome-post-quantum 

https://github.com/veorq/awesome-post-quantum
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Thank you!

jp@taurushq.com

faclimandos@gmail.com
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